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The value placed upon sustainability helps our business respond to, and get ahead of, the complex social, environmental, 
market, and technological influences that we operate within. Sustainability is at the core of Adelaide Airport’s Vision and 
Strategic Plan. 

Adelaide Airport’s vision is to be a top tier Airport Business in Asia Pacific, recognised for delivering exceptional outcomes to 
our customers, partners, shareholders and community. Our vision can be achieved with the benefit of strong governance, 
innovation and the delivery of responsible growth and sustainable long-term shareholder value. We seek to integrate current 
and future environmental and social risks and opportunities with our short-term financial objectives. 

Our Sustainability Commitment
We strive for sustainability excellence as a global airports sector leader in sustainability and our people are committed to 
building this policy into our day-to-day business. We will review and report on our sustainability progress annually.

Our Sustainability Objectives
 Seek to ensure the safety and security of airport users, employees, data and systems
 Engage the community through a partnership approach, creating community value and connectivity
 Act with integrity and ethics, to build and maintain trust with all our stakeholders
 Operate in a fair and inclusive manner, expanding employee diversity and providing a flexible workplace
 Deliver responsible and sustainable growth, financial resilience and economic viability
 Be an employer of choice to attract and retain the right people and build high staff engagement
 Continuously improve our facilities, services and practices to be supportive of future passenger growth
 Understand and mitigate financial and physical climate risks, through active management of our carbon emissions and 

maintenance of resilient assets and communities
 Embrace innovation as central to operational efficiency, customer service and value chain creation
 Integrate sustainability principles into planning, design, construction, procurement and technology deployment, driving 

adoption through our supply chain 
 Measure and manage energy use, seeking opportunities to source cleaner and cost effective alternatives
 Conserve water, improve efficiency and maximise opportunities for reuse and recycling
 Minimise pollution and waste from our operations, finding opportunities to recover, reuse and recycle waste
 Support and educate a diverse, inclusive and responsible supply chain, ensuring compliance with human rights 

regulations, innovative solutions and sustainable sourcing practices
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